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Abstract: Channelrhodopsins (ChRs) belong to the unique class of light-gated ion channels. The
structure of channelrhodopsin-2 from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (CrChR2) has been resolved, but the
mechanistic link between light-induced isomerization of the chromophore retinal and channel gating
remains elusive. Replacements of residues C128 and D156 (DC gate) resulted in drastic effects in
channel closure. T127 is localized close to the retinal Schiff base and links the DC gate to the Schiff
base. The homologous residue in bacteriorhodopsin (T89) has been shown to be crucial for the visible
absorption maximum and dark–light adaptation, suggesting an interaction with the retinylidene
chromophore, but the replacement had little effect on photocycle kinetics and proton pumping activity.
Here, we show that the T127A and T127S variants of CrChR2 leave the visible absorption maximum
unaffected. We inferred from hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations
and resonance Raman spectroscopy that the hydroxylic side chain of T127 is hydrogen-bonded to
E123 and the latter is hydrogen-bonded to the retinal Schiff base. The C=N–H vibration of the Schiff
base in the T127A variant was 1674 cm−1, the highest among all rhodopsins reported to date. We also
found heterogeneity in the Schiff base ground state vibrational properties due to different rotamer
conformations of E123. The photoreaction of T127A is characterized by a long-lived P2

380 state during
which the Schiff base is deprotonated. The conservative replacement of T127S hardly affected the
photocycle kinetics. Thus, we inferred that the hydroxyl group at position 127 is part of the proton
transfer pathway from D156 to the Schiff base during rise of the P3

530 intermediate. This finding
provides molecular reasons for the evolutionary conservation of the chemically homologous residues
threonine, serine, and cysteine at this position in all channelrhodopsins known so far.

Keywords: channelrhodopsin; resonance Raman; flash photolysis; hybrid QM/MM
simulation; electrophysiology

1. Introduction

Channelrhodopsins (ChRs) are members of the group of microbial rhodopsins that are light-gated
cation channels. They were originally found in the eyespot of the algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Cr),
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where they serve to identify optimal light conditions during phototactic movement [1,2]. Typically for
rhodopsins, ChRs consist of seven α-helices spanning the membrane and a retinylidene chromophore,
which is bound via a Schiff base to a lysine in the core of the protein.

Within the new research field of optogenetics, the coding sequences for light-responsive proteins
together with regulating promoters can be introduced into complex organisms and expressed in a
tissue-specific way, where cell processes can be triggered. Channelrhodopsin-2 (CrChR2) in neurons
can depolarize the nerve cell when illuminated by light of the corresponding wavelength. Although
this protein is already frequently used as optogenetic tool, aimed at medical approaches like restoring
vision and hearing, the mechanism of action is still not completely understood. Comparison to related
microbial rhodopsins where individual positions in the protein sequences are highly conserved could
guide our approach towards mechanistically important amino acid residues which have demonstrated
effects on photocycle kinetics, activity, and/or structural stability upon mutation.

Decades ago, the Khorana group investigated the role of threonines in the proton pump
bacteriorhodopsin (bR) from Halobacterium salinarum. In that study, the T89V variant exhibited
a blueshift of 146 nm of the visible absorption spectrum without impairing proton pumping [3]. It
was concluded from FTIR and time-resolved absorption spectroscopy in the visible range that T89
exerts steric constraints during isomerization of the chromophore and is part of a hydrogen-bonded
network including a water molecule and the residues Y185 and D212 [4]. Years later, the same
group demonstrated that the hydroxyl group of T89 interacts with the protonated Schiff base in
light-adapted bR and influences proton transfer to D85 during the photocycle [5]. However, from X-ray
structures [6,7], it became apparent that the OH group of T89 forms a hydrogen bond to an oxygen of
the side chain of D85 rather than to the Schiff base. It was concluded from polarized FTIR spectroscopy
that the isomerization of the chromophore after light excitation leads to a shortening of the hydrogen
bond between T89 and D85, indicating an interconnection to the Schiff base [8]. This tight complex
persists from the K intermediate until the M intermediate [9].

The hydroxylic amino acid side chain of T89 of bR is conserved in many channelrhodopsins.
The corresponding residue T127 of CrChR2 is located in immediate vicinity to the retinal Schiff base
(Figure 1), with a distance of 3.7 Å of the threonine oxygen to the Schiff base nitrogen in the crystal
structure. Other channelrhodopsins carry a serine [10] or a cysteine at this position. The latter appears
in CaChR1 (from Chlamydomonas augustae) and CyChR1 (from Chlamydomonas yellowstonensis) [11].
Even anion-conducting channelrhodopsins, which do not conserve E123, have a threonine or a cysteine
at this position [12].
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Figure 1. X-ray crystallographic structure of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii channelrhodopsin-2 (CrChR2) 
(PDB: 6EID [10]). The protonated Schiff base of retinal and the side chains of key residues are shown 
as grey and yellow sticks, respectively. Water molecules are shown as red spheres. Dashed lines 
indicate hydrogen-bonding interaction. 

Channel activity of the T127 variants was examined by electrophysiology and exhibited 
reduced conductance in the T127 variants. Molecular spectroscopy (UV/Vis, FTIR, Raman) was 
applied to scrutinize the role of T127 in the molecular mechanism of CrChR2. We report here the 
exceptionally high frequency of the Schiff base vibration in the T127A variant, indicating strong 
interaction between the protonated Schiff base and the carboxylic side chain of E123 in this variant. 
QM/MM calculations supported and extended the spectroscopic results with detailed atomistic 
descriptions of the hydrogen-bonded network surrounding the retinal Schiff base. We believe that 
the characterization of the threonine variants at the molecular level is an important step towards the 
understanding of the link between the protein’s spectroscopic properties and its function as a 
light-activated cation channel. 

2. Materials and Methods  

2.1. Site-Directed Mutagenesis, Cloning, Expression and Purification of CrChR2 

The experiments were executed with recombinant CrChR2, which consisted only of the 
membranous part containing amino acid residues 1–307 of channelrhodopsin-2 of Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii (UniProt: Q8RUT8). Due to insertion of the corresponding coding region with sequences 
for a C-terminal 10xHis tag and a linker (aa AS) behind the alpha factor signal sequence of the vector 
pPIC 9K into the EcoRI/NotI sites, the expressed protein led to a N-terminal extension of aa YVEFH 
and a C-terminal extension of aa ASHHHHHHHHHH. Based on this construct, which is referred in 
the following as CrChR2-WT or simply WT, T127 was substituted by serine (T127S) or alanine 
residues (T127A). The substitutions were introduced with oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis 
using PCR and verified by sequencing of the CrChR2 coding sequence. The CrChR2 variants were 
expressed and purified as described previously [16]. 

2.2. Molecular Spectroscopy 

Time-resolved UV/Vis experiments were performed with a commercial flash photolysis unit 
(LKS80, Applied Photophysics, Leatherhead, Surrey, UK), as described previously [17]. Briefly, a 10 
ns laser pulse (Nd:YAG, Quanta-Ray, Spectra-Physics) tuned to 450 nm by an optical parametric 
oscillator (OPTA) was used to induce the photocycle. The energy density per pulse was set to 3 
mJ/cm2. Five time traces were averaged at each wavelength with a repetition frequency of 0.33 Hz.  

Figure 1. X-ray crystallographic structure of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii channelrhodopsin-2 (CrChR2)
(PDB: 6EID [10]). The protonated Schiff base of retinal and the side chains of key residues are shown as
grey and yellow sticks, respectively. Water molecules are shown as red spheres. Dashed lines indicate
hydrogen-bonding interaction.
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In CrChR2, the residue T127 is connected via a hydrogen bond to E123, the homologous residue
of D85 in bR [10]. The protonation state of E123 is not clear, but nearby ionized D253 serves as the
acceptor of the Schiff base proton during the rise of the P2

390 intermediate [13]. D156 has been shown
to interact via hydrogen bonding with C128, denoted as the DC gate [14]. The X-ray structure as well
as theoretical calculations confirmed that the terminal groups of both amino acids are interconnected
via a water molecule [10,15]. D156 is protonated in the dark state and deprotonates during the P2

390 to
P3

520 transition concomitantly to the reprotonation of the Schiff base. Thus, D156 is the proton donor
of the Schiff base in CrChR2 [13]. The distance from the DC gate to the Schiff base is too large for
direct proton transfer. It was shown in Reference [10] that the nearby residue T127 may facilitate the
reprotonation process. To evaluate this hypothesis, we set out to investigate variants in which T127
was replaced by alanine or serine.

Channel activity of the T127 variants was examined by electrophysiology and exhibited reduced
conductance in the T127 variants. Molecular spectroscopy (UV/Vis, FTIR, Raman) was applied to
scrutinize the role of T127 in the molecular mechanism of CrChR2. We report here the exceptionally
high frequency of the Schiff base vibration in the T127A variant, indicating strong interaction
between the protonated Schiff base and the carboxylic side chain of E123 in this variant. QM/MM
calculations supported and extended the spectroscopic results with detailed atomistic descriptions of
the hydrogen-bonded network surrounding the retinal Schiff base. We believe that the characterization
of the threonine variants at the molecular level is an important step towards the understanding of the
link between the protein’s spectroscopic properties and its function as a light-activated cation channel.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Site-Directed Mutagenesis, Cloning, Expression and Purification of CrChR2

The experiments were executed with recombinant CrChR2, which consisted only of the
membranous part containing amino acid residues 1–307 of channelrhodopsin-2 of Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii (UniProt: Q8RUT8). Due to insertion of the corresponding coding region with sequences
for a C-terminal 10xHis tag and a linker (aa AS) behind the alpha factor signal sequence of the vector
pPIC 9K into the EcoRI/NotI sites, the expressed protein led to a N-terminal extension of aa YVEFH and
a C-terminal extension of aa ASHHHHHHHHHH. Based on this construct, which is referred in the
following as CrChR2-WT or simply WT, T127 was substituted by serine (T127S) or alanine residues
(T127A). The substitutions were introduced with oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis using PCR
and verified by sequencing of the CrChR2 coding sequence. The CrChR2 variants were expressed and
purified as described previously [16].

2.2. Molecular Spectroscopy

Time-resolved UV/Vis experiments were performed with a commercial flash photolysis unit
(LKS80, Applied Photophysics, Leatherhead, Surrey, UK), as described previously [17]. Briefly, a 10 ns
laser pulse (Nd:YAG, Quanta-Ray, Spectra-Physics) tuned to 450 nm by an optical parametric oscillator
(OPTA) was used to induce the photocycle. The energy density per pulse was set to 3 mJ/cm2. Five
time traces were averaged at each wavelength with a repetition frequency of 0.33 Hz.

Samples used for FTIR spectroscopy were concentrated to ~4 mg/mL CrChR2 in an aqueous
solution of 20 mM Hepes and 0.2% DM (n-decyl-β-D-maltopyranoside) at pH 7.4. For the FTIR
experiments, approximately 8 µl of CrChR2 was dried on top of a BaF2 window. The protein film was
rehydrated with the saturated vapor phase of a glycerol/water mixture (2/8 w/w) [18] and placed into
the FTIR spectrometer (Vertex 80v, Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany). Time-resolved rapid-scan FTIR
spectroscopy was employed to resolve intermediates with a time resolution of about 10 ms.

Resonance Raman experiments were performed essentially as described in Reference [19]. Briefly,
5 µL of concentrated sample (5–10 mg/mL) was dried and rehydrated on a quartz crucible and
subsequently cooled to 80 K using a N2 cryostat (Linkham). Rehydration occurred prior cooling via
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vapor diffusion of 3 µl of either H2O/glycerol or D2O/glycerol mixtures (8/2 w/w) placed in the vicinity
of the sample. The emission line at 457 nm of a diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser (Changchun
New Industries Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd., China) was used to induce Raman scattering.

2.3. Electrophysiology

Light-induced currents were recorded from oocytes in two-electrode voltage-clamp (TEVC)
experiments after expression of the WT and the T127A or T127S variants for at least 3 days. To this end,
in-vitro-synthesized RNA coding for a fusion protein of chop2 (residues 1 to 315) and egfp was injected
into oocytes and incubated in oocyte Ringer (ORI, 90 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2,
5 mM Hepes, pH 7.4) solution supplemented with 5 µM all-trans retinal. Oocytes were illuminated
with light from a 75 W XBO lamp long-pass filtered at 420 nm in ORI. Currents of the T127 variants
were normalized to the WT current amplitudes at −60 mV from oocytes recorded at the same day.

Time-resolved single turnover currents of the T127 variants were also recorded from HEK293 cells
expressing the same fusion protein as in the oocyte recordings. Cells were illuminated with a single
flash (20 ns) from an Excimer-laser pumped dye laser (coumarin 2, 450 nm). Traces were sampled at
50 kHz and filtered at 10 kHz. The displayed traces are averages of eight signals.

2.4. QM/MM Calculations

The structural model for hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations
was based on the crystal structure of CrChR2 (PDB entry: 6EID [10]) with an all-trans conformation of
the retinal protonated Schiff base (RSBH+). Titratable residues were modeled corresponding to the
experimental pH and considering their local environment. Based on spectroscopic studies, the residue
E90 was modeled in the neutral form and the counterions of RSBH+ (E123 and D253) were taken as
negatively charged. The variants of CrChR2, T127A and T127S, were prepared with PyMol [20].

In order to account for the effect of T127 and its variants, we used a large QM region that comprised
the RSBH+ side chains of E123, T127, A127, S127, C128, D253, K257, and two water molecules in the
close vicinity of RSBH+. The hydrogen link atom was placed at the QM/MM boundary between the
Cδ and Cε atoms of K257, and between the Cα and side chain atom of remaining residues. The QM
region was treated at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory [21]. Corrections for the dispersion effect were
included with D3/B-J damping variant [22]. All the remaining atoms were described at the MM level
using the AMBER ff14SB force field [23]. The vibrational frequencies were calculated at the same level
of theory. A scaling factor of 0.97 was used [24]. However, the QM region in frequency calculations
did not include the water molecules. Furthermore, the QM/MM model was used to calculate the
excitation energies using the simplified TD-DFT approach developed by Grimme and coworkers [25].
All QM/MM calculations were carried out using ChemShell interfaced with the quantum chemistry
program Orca with DL_POLY module for the force field [26].

3. Results

In the X-ray crystal structure of CrChR2, the distance between heavy atom pairs
N(RSBH+) . . . O(E123) and N(RSBH+) . . . O(D253) is 2.81 and 3.24 Å, respectively. The QM/MM
geometry optimization leads to slight adjustments in the retinal binding pocket, which modifies
the corresponding distances to 2.82 and 3.48 Å. In WT, T127 was found to be hydrogen-bonded
with E123 with an OH(T127) . . . O(E123) distance of 1.70 Å (Figure 2A). Upon T127S exchange,
the hydrogen-bonding network was retained with a slightly reduced distance of 1.67 Å between
OH(T127S) . . . O(E123) and an increased distance of 3.53 Å between N(RSBH+) . . . O(D253) (Figure 2B).
The difference between serine and threonine residues is the absence of the methyl group at the
Cβ position in the former. Lack of this bulky group in serine might cause a reduced steric effect
responsible for its approach to E123. In contrast, the T127A variant was missing a proton-donating
group (Figure 2C); therefore, E123 had only one hydrogen-bonding partner, namely the Schiff base.
The distance between N(RSBH+) . . . O(E123) remained the same (2.81 Å), but the N–H bond length
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was elongated by 0.016 Å (Table 1) because the proton is pulled more strongly towards E123 as a
consequence of its altered hydrogen bonding.
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Figure 2. Optimized geometry of (A) CrChR2-WT, (B) T127S, and (C) T127A variants. The retinal
Schiff base and side chains of the counterion complex are shown as grey and yellow sticks, respectively.
Dotted lines correspond to the hydrogen-bonding network.

Table 1. Bond length in selected RSBH+ atom pairs, based on the hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular
mechanics (QM/MM)-optimized geometries.

RSBH+ Atom Pairs
(Distances in Å) WT T127S T127A

C=N 1.310 1.308 1.309

N–H 1.076 1.072 1.092

In CrChR2-WT, T127 was also found to be involved in a triad between O(E123), OH(T127),
and S(C128). The corresponding distances in the optimized geometry were found to be 4.91 Å for
O(E123) . . . S(C128) and 4.39 Å for OH(T127) . . . S(C128). In the T127S variant, the distance between
O(E123) . . . S(C128) was slightly reduced to 4.88 Å, whereas the distance between OH(T127S) . . . S(C128)
was increased to 4.47 Å. This indicated that the T127S variant led to a tighter network with the DC gate
and the SB counterions. However, the T127A exchange perturbed the triad and decoupled the DC gate
from the counterions, as the distance between O(E123) . . . S(C128) was increased to 4.95 Å.

3.1. Spectroscopic Properties of the Dark State of the T127 Variants of CrChR2

As T127 is part of the retinal binding pocket, we first examined the potential influence of the
amino acid exchange on the electronic properties of the retinal. It was evident from comparison of the
UV/Vis spectra (Figure 3, red and blue spectra) that both T–A and T–S amino acid exchanges shifted the
visible absorption spectrum only slightly to the blue as compared to WT (black spectrum in Figure 3).
The second derivative of the absorption spectra (bottom panel) resolved a blue shift of about 2 nm in
the T127A variant as compared to the WT (similar to T127S, not shown). The vibronic fine structure
of the electronic absorption spectrum was retained in the T127A and the T127S variants. The latter
observation was different to the C128T variant, where a 20 nm redshift of the retinal absorption was
accompanied by a loss in vibronic fine structure [27].

We also computed the excitation energies for the WT protein and the two variants. The results
displayed in Table 2 showed virtually no alteration of the excitation energies, which agreed well with the
experimental results (Figure 3). These results present an additional validation of our QM/MM model.

Table 2. Computed excitation energies at the sTD-DFT CAM-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory.

Model WT T127S T127A

Excitation energy nm (eV) 389 (3.18) 392 (3.16) 388 (3.19)
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Figure 3. UV/Vis absorption spectra for the CrChR2-WT, T127A, and T127S variants. The second
derivatives of the absorption spectra are displayed in the bottom panel; the second derivative of the
T127S spectrum has been omitted for clarity as it overlaps with the T127A trace.

As the wavelength of the electronic absorption in the visible correlated with the C=C stretching
vibration [28], the strongest band in the resonance Raman spectrum of the T127A variant (Figure 4,
green trace) was 1557 cm−1, slightly blue-shifted by 6 cm−1 with respect to the WT (Figure 5A, [29]). All
of the other Raman bands were essentially the same as in the WT, except for the C=N–H vibration of the
retinal Schiff base (Figure 5B). The frequency of the latter was observed at 1674 cm−1 for T127A, which
is, to our knowledge, the highest frequency so far observed for any rhodopsin. It even outperformed
the frequency of the Schiff base vibration in rhodopsin (1660 cm−1, [30]). The C=N–H vibrational
band was downshifted by 42 cm−1 upon H/D exchange, which was the largest isotope effect reported
(Figure 4). In comparison, the C=N–H stretch in WT resonated with a frequency of 1657 cm−1 and a
∆υH/D = 28 cm−1 was reported [29]. As the hydrogen bond between T127 and E123 was removed in
the T127A variant (Figure 2C), the carboxylic side chain of E123 was able to form a stronger salt bridge
with the retinal Schiff base, resulting in a 0.016 Å elongated N–H bond (Table 1).
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Figure 5. (A) Resonance Raman spectra of CrChR2-WT and the variants E123D, T127S, and T127A in
H2O. (B) Zoom-in of the frequency range of the Schiff base vibration after a three-point moving average
smooth. Blue circles are the data points. Dashed grey lines are Gaussians fitted to the data points and
continuous lines are sums of the fitted Gaussians.

Inspection of the vibrational band at 1674 cm−1 revealed a strong asymmetry in the shape, with a
pronounced shoulder at lower wavenumbers (green trace in Figure 5B). Consequently, the band was
fitted by two Gaussians with frequency maxima at 1674 cm−1 and 1661 cm−1. Such heterogeneity in
the retinal binding pocket has been suggested from molecular dynamics simulations on WT [31] to be
a result of two rotamers of the side chain of E123. In one rotamer configuration, E123 was in direct
hydrogen-bonding interaction with the protonated Schiff base, competing with a water molecule and
D253. The other rotamer configuration positioned the carboxylic group of E123 in a remote position
from the Schiff base. A water molecule or the carboxylic group of D253 can then form a hydrogen
bond with the Schiff base proton. The resulting effect on the strength of the N–H bond of the Schiff
base was acutely determined by Raman spectroscopy.

The vibrational band of the Schiff base in WT has so far been treated as a single vibration [32]. In
light of our results for the T127A variant, we revisited the Raman spectrum of the WT (Figure 5, black
trace). The slight asymmetry in band shape was again considered by fitting two Gaussians, resulting
in maxima at 1665 cm−1 and 1661 cm−1.

From these results, we assigned the lower frequency of the C=N–H vibration at 1661 cm−1 to the
Schiff base being hydrogen-bonded to a water molecule and/or directly to D253. In this scenario, the
substitution of T127 by A did not affect the frequency of the Schiff base vibration, as this residue did
not interact directly with D253. This explained the low-frequency shoulder of the C=N–H band at
1661 cm−1 which did not shift after amino acid exchange. The high-frequency band at 1674 cm−1 in
T127A corresponded to the population in which E123 was hydrogen bonded to the Schiff base and,
with respect to the WT, lacked the hydrogen bond to the threonine (see Figure 2, right panel).

We tested this hypothesis by recording resonance Raman spectra for two other CrChR2 variants:
T127S, where the hydroxyl group of the threonine side chain is conserved; and E123D, where the
carboxylate side chain is shorter. In agreement with the WT and the T127A variant, all spectral features
of the retinal chromophore were retained in the spectra of the T127S (blue traces in Figure 5) and E123D
variants (red traces in Figure 5) with only minor differences. Analysis of the Schiff base vibration
(Figure 5b) showed that the C=N–H band in E123D could be fitted sufficiently well with one Gaussian,
whereas for T127S, two Gaussians were needed to fit the band. The band with a maximum at 1661 cm−1

was present in both variants, supporting the hypothesis that this Schiff base vibration did not involve
interaction with E123.
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In T127S, where the exchange retained the hydroxyl group that is hydrogen-bonded to E123 (see
Figure 2), the high-frequency shoulder of the peak was only slightly blue-shifted by 5 cm−1, showing
strong similarities to the C=N–H vibrational band of the WT. In E123D, however, the high frequency
band was not present at all as a consequence of the shorter amino acid side chain length that prevented
formation of a hydrogen bond with the Schiff base.

We focused our QM/MM calculations on the structure with the rotamer configuration of E123
in the upward orientation to be able to accept a hydrogen bond from the Schiff base proton. This
configuration was in fact the one in which the C=N–H vibration exhibited the strongest effect in our
T127 variants. Although the spectroscopic data showed that the hydrogen bond between the Schiff
base and E123 was strongly strengthened upon replacement of T127, the distance between the Schiff
base nitrogen and E123 was unchanged in the optimized QM/MM structure of the T127 variants. Thus,
we went on to analyze the effect of the amino acid exchange on the length of the C=N and the N–H
bonds of the Schiff base in our simulations (Table 1).

The length of the C=N bond was not significantly affected in T127S and T127A as compared
to the WT. However, the hydrogen-bonding network in the vicinity of RSBH+ was found to have a
notable effect, with the presence or absence of hydroxylic group in the sidechain at position 127. The
difference in N–H bond length in WT and T127S was negligible (~0.004 Å), which was attributed to
the hydrogen-bonding network facilitated by the hydroxylic side chain. In contrary, the absence of
such a network in T127A increased the N–H bond length by 0.016 Å. The longer N–H bond length
in T127A was in line with our experimental findings that this variant accelerated deprotonation of
RSBH+ (see Section 3.3) and it also supported the high frequency of the C=N–H vibration of 1674 cm−1.
QM/MM simulations yielded a frequency difference of 19 cm−1 between WT and the T127A variant
(Table 3), which reproduced the frequency upshift upon removal of the hydroxylic group of threonine
but overestimated the experimental difference of 9 cm−1 (Figure 5B). The exceptionally high frequency
of the Schiff base C=N–H vibration in the T127A variant was, therefore, be assigned to the missing
hydrogen-bond between A127 and E123 and the increase in distance between N(RSBH+) . . . O(E123).

Table 3. Calculated vibrational frequencies of the C=N–H vibration using the QM/MM method.

Model WT T127S T127A

Frequencies (cm−1) 1683 cm−1 1683 cm−1 1702 cm−1

3.2. Channel Conductance of the T127 Variants

The role of T127 in the functional mechanism of the ion channel was scrutinized via
electrophysiological experiments on WT and its T127 variants expressed in Xenopus oocytes. The T127A
and the T127S variants showed a strong decrease in the current amplitude (for T127A: Figure 6A, red
traces). On average, the variants exhibited only 9 ± 1% (n = 29 for T127A and n = 18 for T127S) of
the WT currents. From the residual current, we determined the kinetics of the channel closing upon
switching off the light (Figure 6B). It was slower than the WT (τ = 12 ms), with τ = 22 ± 3 ms (n = 9) for
the T127A variant and with τ = 23 ± 3 ms (n = 9) for the T127S variant.
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Figure 6. Two-electrode voltage-clamp (TEVC) recordings of CrChR2-WT, T127A, and T127S variants
expressed in Xenopus oocytes. (A) Light-induced currents at −60 mV and +60 mV holding potential.
The traces for the T127A variant (red) were scaled by a factor of 10 to compare to the WT (black).
(B) Histogram of the current amplitudes and closing kinetics. Currents were normalized to the WT at
−60 mV. Bars represent the mean and the s.e.m. (n = 14 for WT, n = 29 for T127A variant, and n = 18 for
T127S variant). (C) Time-resolved currents from T127A in HEK293 cells. Raw data of an average of
eight traces at −80 mV to +40 mV in steps of 40 mV. The red curve shows a single exponential fit of the
current decay with a time constant of 10 ms.

In time-resolved experiments on the T127A variant expressed in HEK293 cells, only very small
current amplitudes were recorded. Signals from eight kinetic traces were averaged (Figure 6C) to be able
to determine the channel closing kinetics. Similarly to the E123T variant [33] we observed a very fast
outward current independent of the holding potential, which monitored a vectorial charge transport
within the first 200 µs. The recovery kinetics after pulsed excitation exhibited single exponential
behavior with a time constant of 10 ms, which was similar to the WT and consistent with our results
from the TEVC recordings.

3.3. Influence of T127 on the Photocycle Kinetics

As the channel conductance was drastically reduced by the T127 replacement but the absorption
spectrum of dark-state CrChR2 was hardly affected, we performed time-resolved UV/Vis spectroscopy
(Figure 7). Excitation by a nanosecond laser pulse led to the depletion of the dark state of CrChR2,
which was reflected by a loss of absorption at 470 nm (blue traces in Figure 7). The P1

500 state rose at
times beyond the resolution of our experiment, but the decay was resolved at 530 nm (green traces).
The rise of the blue-shifted P2

380 state with a deprotonated retinal Schiff base was recorded at 380 nm
(red traces). Rise and decay of the succeeding P3

530 intermediate were observed at 530 nm and the
latter correlated with channel closure in CrChR2 [34]. The kinetics of the desensitized state P4

480 were
also observed at 530 nm.

The P2
380 state was formed faster in the T127A variant (Figure 7, top panel) and decayed slower

than in the WT (Figure 7, bottom panel), i.e., the Schiff base deprotonated at an earlier stage and was
reprotonated later. The kinetics of P2

380 rise in T127A had a half-life of t1/2 = 0.7 µs, one order of
magnitude faster than the rise of the P2

380 state in WT. The decay of this blue-shifted intermediate
in T127A, with a t1/2 = 9 ms, was more than four times slower than in WT. The decay kinetics of the
P2

380 state were altered at the expense of the P3
530 intermediate, which rose later and was significantly

reduced in transient amplitude. This observation tallied the reduced channel conductance based on
the correlation of the lifetimes of the open state and the P3

530 state. The decay of the non-conductive
P4

480 state was not influenced by the T127A exchange. The less invasive replacement of threonine by
serine in the T127S variant left the photocycle kinetics of CrChR2 unchanged (Figure 7, middle panel).
Thus, we inferred that the hydroxyl group at position 127 was essential to a WT-like photoreaction,
with a high accumulation of the late red-shifted intermediate P3

530.
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Figure 7. Kinetics in the UV/Vis range recorded after pulsed laser excitation (450 nm). Traces at 380 nm
(red lines), 470 nm (blue), and 530 nm (green) are shown for each variant. While the T127A variant
(top panel) showed a prolonged lifetime of the P2

380 state and reduced P3
530 formation, the T127S

variant (middle panel) had very similar kinetics to the WT (bottom panel).

3.4. FTIR Difference Spectroscopy on the T127 Variants

FTIR spectroscopy was applied to gather information on the structural changes of the T127
variants (Figure 8). For comparison, difference spectra of CrChR2-WT were chosen at time points that
represented mainly the intermediates P2

380 (300 µs) and P3
530 (6.7 ms), and were compared to the

difference spectra of the T127A and T127S variants recorded at 8.4 ms after pulsed excitation. At this
time, the P2

380 intermediate was predominant in the variant with minor contributions from P3
530 and

P4
480 intermediates.

The infrared difference spectra basically confirmed the observations made in the visible spectral
range (Figure 6). The low accumulation of the P3

530 state in the T127A variant was observed by
comparing the difference spectrum at 8.4 ms with the one at 6.7 ms of the WT. The band at 1737 cm−1

assigned to the deprotonation of the proton donor to the Schiff base, D156 [16], was reduced in intensity,
which indicated low accumulation of the deprotonated D156 species. This observation was expected
as soon as the lifetime of the P2

380 state (with deprotonated Schiff base) was extended, as here in the
T127 variant. The negative band at 1556 cm−1 in the difference spectra of WT was due to the ethylenic
stretching vibration of the retinal in ground-state ChR2 [32]. This band was hardly seen in T127A due
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to spectral overlap by a positive contribution that is absent in the WT. Instead, a broad negative band
at 1533 cm−1 was registered, which was a marker for the contribution of the P4

480 photoreaction [35].
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Figure 8. Time-resolved FTIR difference spectra of ChR2-WT (black spectra, taken from Reference [13]),
T127A (red spectrum), and T127S variants (blue spectrum). The ChR2-WT spectrum at 300 µs and
6.7 ms was dominated by the P2

380 and P3
530 states, respectively. The spectra of the T127 variants were

recorded at 8.4 ms, at which the P2
380 with smaller contributions of P3

530 was predominant.

4. Discussion

T127 of CrChR2 is localized in close vicinity to the retinal Schiff base and is hydrogen-bonded to
E123 which, in turn, is the hydrogen bond acceptor of the Schiff base. The position of the threonine
is also strategic for Schiff base reprotonation, as its hydroxylic group is supposed to be part of the
pathway between the proton donor D156 and the Schiff base. There is no direct hydrogen-bonding
network in the ground state that connects the RSBH+ and D156, but it is only with the rise of the
photocycle intermediate P3

530 that this connection is formed [13].
T127A substitution removed the hydroxylic group of the threonine, which affected the photocycle

kinetics. The P2
380 intermediate, during the lifetime of which the Schiff base is deprotonated, had

a ~10 times faster risetime, meaning that the deprotonation of the Schiff base was facilitated in this
variant. The acceleration of the rise of the P2

380 intermediate may have been due to the stronger
hydrogen-bonding interaction between the Schiff base and E123 that we reported in the present work.

The lifetime of the P2
380 state was longer in the T127A variant and, as a consequence, the

accumulation of the subsequent intermediate P3
530 was very low. A longer lifetime of the state with a

deprotonated Schiff base is a sign that the reprotonation pathway was blocked in T127A. The T127S
variant conserved the hydroxyl group of the side chain, and we showed here that the photocycle kinetics
were almost indistinguishable from the WT. We concluded, therefore, that the hydrogen-bonded
network between D156 and the Schiff base, which is necessary for the reprotonation of the latter,
involves the hydroxylic group of T127. The formation of this chain of hydrogen bonds is necessary for
proton translocation and marks the transition between the P2

380 and P3
530 states.

T127 is important for the opening of the ion channel after light activation, since we have shown
here that the T127A, as well as the more conservative T127S variants, showed less than 10% of the
WT current in electrophysiology experiments. We note, though, that the reduced conductance may
also have been related to lower expression yields of the variants in the different hosts (Xenopus oocytes
and HEK cells). It has previously been shown that the channel closes with the decay of the P3

530

intermediate [36,37], but the channel opening is an optically silent transition in the visible range [38].
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We confirmed from the present work that channel opening in CrChR2 is not related to changes in
the photocycle kinetics as recorded by time-resolved UV/Vis spectroscopy. The T127S variant, in fact,
showed WT-like photocyle kinetics, whereas a long-lived P2

380 intermediate occurred in the T127A
variant with both variants exhibiting low channel conductance.

A threonine residue at this position was conserved for most of the cation- and anion-conducting
channelrhodopsins. It is also present in BR [12,39], where exchanges to valine or alanine resulted in
blue shifts in the absorption maxima by 146 nm and 28 nm, respectively, with minor effects on pumping
activity [3]. By contrast, the exchange of threonine to serine and alanine in CrChR2 had only negligible
effects on the electronic properties of the retinal chromophore, as registered by its visible absorption.
This result is particularly interesting in light of the exceptionally high vibrational frequency recorded
for the C=N–H vibration of the retinal Schiff base in T127A, as the hydrogen-bonding of the retinal
Schiff base has been proposed to be a molecular determinant of the opsin shift [40].

QM/MM calculations showed nearly identical excitation energies for WT, T127S, and T127A
variants. The same trend was also observed in the experimental absorption maxima of the retinal
chromophore of CrChR2. However, a large shift of 19 cm−1 was calculated for the C=N–H vibration
in the alanine variant, but no shift for the serine variant, again confirming the resonance Raman
spectroscopic results. Since our QM/MM models were able to reproduce the relative trends in the
UV/Vis and vibrational spectra of the variants, we considered these reliable for our analysis of the
molecular changes. In the T127A variant, the hydrogen bond between the threonine and E123 was
missing, affecting the hydrogen-bonding network around the Schiff base. To compensate for the
missing hydrogen bond, the interaction between E123 and the Schiff base (N(RSBH+) . . . O(E123))
increased, resulting in a longer N–H bond which manifested in the upshift of the C=N–H vibrational
frequency. The elongation of the Schiff base N–H bond was 0.016 Å, and possibly accelerates the
deprotonation of the Schiff base in this variant. Hence, the stronger interaction between the Schiff
base and E123 provided an explanation for the faster rise time of the P2

380 intermediate in the T127A
variant, in a similar way to the D85E variant of bacteriorhodopsin [41].

Detailed analysis of the Schiff base vibration (coupled mode of the C=N stretching and the N–H
bending vibration) by resonance Raman spectroscopy revealed the presence of two overlapping bands.
The frequency shifts of these vibrational bands in the different variants were compared to the WT and
their presence can be rationalized on the basis of the molecular model proposed in Reference [31]. In
this model, the E123 side chain had one rotamer pointing towards the Schiff base and another rotamer
pointing to a different hydrogen-bonding network that gave rise to two different vibrational bands of
the C=N–H mode. This interpretation was supported by the band shape of the Schiff base vibration in
the E123D variant, which was missing the high-frequency component. We can therefore lend support
to the model of two rotamers of E123 in CrChR2, where a direct hydrogen bond with the Schiff base
was formed in only one of the two configurations. The presence of two rotamer configurations may
be essential for a voltage-sensing mechanism involving E123 [42]. While this seems to be a plausible
scenario, further experimental evidence needs to be collected to support this model.
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